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Introduction

This grant supported research in infrared technology development and balloon observations at the University of California at Berkeley from 2-1-76 through 4-30-90. All technical and scientific achievements under this grant were published in a timely fashion and are available in the open scientific literature. Consequently, this final technical report will summarize the nature of the work done under this grant, the results achieved, and the location and contents of the relevant publications.

History of Supported Research

At the time of the 1975 Snowmass Space Science Board Study on Infrared and Submillimeter Astronomy, the need for an All Sky Survey at submillimeter wavelengths was recognized. It was believed that such a survey could be carried out from a balloon platform with reasonable extensions of existing technology. Work on such a survey began under this grant in 1976. The level of funding was only sufficient to support one graduate student, so time scales for the development were quite long.

A one-meter F/1 Cassegrainian telescope was built with low emissivity diamond-turned copper reflecting surfaces. A 7-wavelength high throughput bolometric photometer was built which used "cold hole" optics of the type required to obtain low backgrounds on ambient temperature telescopes. The technology of composite submillimeter bolometric detectors was improved substantially. These improvements included the first absolute measurements of the optical efficiency of high throughput submillimeter bolometers, the first use of neutron-transmutation doped thermometric material with ion-implanted contacts, explorations of non-thermal nonlinearities and other pathologies now known to be associated with such detectors, the development of low-noise amplifiers with small 1/f noise, and the development of submillimeter-wavelength filters with sufficient out-of-band rejection at short wavelengths for astronomical observations. A balloon gondola was constructed to fly the telescope and photometer. Telemetry electronics, star sensors, magnetometer systems, and calibration systems were developed and constructed.
The engineering flight of this new gondola took place on 4/79, which revealed several system weaknesses. These included the difficulty of pre-flight testing the responsivity of bolometers which are overloaded by 300 K background radiation, and the appearance of an unidentified interference signal. The first attempt at a science flight of the all-sky survey took place in 8/82. All systems worked well, but the data were badly contaminated by interference during the flight whose source could not be identified by the available diagnostics. This interference can now be recognized as electromagnetic in origin, coming primarily from radar surveillance. High-sensitivity bolometric receivers with the optical design optimized for multi-channel, ambient-temperature, high-throughput telescopes are now recognized to be especially sensitive to such interference.

In hindsight, it is clear that the assessment of the technology for a submillimeter all-sky balloon survey in the Snowmass report was overly optimistic. The primary benefits of this program through 1982 were a large number of improvements in bolometric receiver technology, which have contributed markedly to the success of later balloon, rocket, and space projects. The knowledge developed of what would work, and what would not work contributed not only to COBE but also to the current planning for SIRTF and the Submillimeter Moderate Mission. Perhaps the most dramatic development of this kind was the introduction of the concept of an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator to cool bolometers to 100 mK. The first prototype for an astronomical ADR was built, which has led directly to implementation of this technology for AXAF and SIRTF.

Research under the All-Sky Survey grant was reorganized in 1980 to fund continued balloon measurements of the spectrum of the cosmic microwave background. The group doing the All-Sky Survey project had been previously very successful in measuring the spectrum of the CMB from a balloon. This first experiment showed that the spectrum has a peak and falls on the high-frequency side as expected for a blackbody with a temperature of approximately 3 K. The data obtained, however, did not fit the blackbody curve perfectly. This led to widespread speculation (more than 50 publications) about distortions in the spectrum of the CMB.
A new CMB spectrum balloon experiment was designed specifically to search for systematic errors in the earlier measurements. This new experiment was first flown in 11/83 and later in 4/87. The results conclusively showed that the earlier measurement contained an ~10% contribution of radiation from the warm top of the antenna. The corrected data contained no evidence of any distortion of the cosmic microwave background. At the same time, the experiment placed useful limits on the large-scale anisotropy of the microwave background at near-millimeter wavelengths.

After several years of exclusive focus on measurements of the spectrum of the CMB, it was decided in 1986 to return to the goals of the far-infrared all sky survey using high-throughput bolometric detectors from a 1-m balloon telescope. It was determined that the most outstanding scientific project for such an approach was measurements of the anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background on angular scales from 0.3 to 3°. Based on the large-bodied experience obtained with the original all-sky survey telescope, a number of radically different approaches were implemented. The telescope was changed to a very low background off-axis design with a nutating secondary mirror for sky modulation on angular scales of 1°. The photometer was changed to a dichroic design with a flared Winston cone feedhorn. A radically different approach was used for high-throughput filters. The composite bolometers used neutron transmutation doped thermometers and operated at 0.3 K using 3LHe as the refrigerant. The development of an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator and 100 mK bolometers was begun.

A highly successful first flight of this apparatus took place in 11/89 yielding useful limits on the anisotropy of the microwave background, as well as substantial data on the galactic plane at near-millimeter wavelengths. This project is being continued under a new grant number and at the time of writing this report it has flown again with improved detectors.

Perhaps the most important feature of the new all-sky survey program is the preparations being made to fly an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator which is a prototype for the refrigerator to be used on SIRTF. The preparation of this refrigerator for balloon observations has made a number of critical contributions to
the SIRTF program. It has permitted graduate students and postdocs to work on SIRTF hardware with some prospect of science results on a short enough time scale for career advancement. The balloon project has pioneered a number of technical developments including a mechanical heat switch, an analog refrigerator controller, and radio-frequency shielding, all of which will be incorporated into SIRTF. This balloon-flight testing of SIRTF hardware has been so successful that it should serve as a model for future attempts to prepare novel technology for space.

Publications

A large number of papers were published during the tenure of this grant in order to release the scientific and technical results to the community in an orderly fashion. The research reported in most of these papers was directly funded by the grant. In a few cases, papers are included where the research was directly stimulated by the needs of grant research, but was funded all or in part from other sources. The contents of each publication are summarized by symbols as follows: detector development (D), scientific results on the spectrum of background radiation (S), development of filters (F), development of optical systems (O), and scientific results on the anisotropy of background (A).
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